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I hope this note will find you well

I am pleased to share with you the invitation for the Annual Meeting 2023 for the Prime Minister

I would be grateful if you could bring it to the attention of the Prime Minister

Best regards

Bescherming persoonlijke levenssfeer

World Economic Forum

91 93 Route de la Capite

CH 1223 Cologny Geneva Switzerland
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OF THE WORLD

Bescherming persoonlijke levenssfeer

Founder and Executive Chairman

Mr Mark Rutte

Prime Minister of the Netherlands

Office of the Prime Minister of the Netherlands

P O Box 20001

2500 EA The Hague
Netherlands

18 July 2022

tbel pso

Dear Prime Minister

Please allow me to commend you for your recent visit to Kyiv and your commitment to supporting
Ukraine in its right to defend itself

It is my honour to invite you to the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting 2023 which will take

place in Davos Klosters Switzerland from 16 to 20 January

The Annual Meeting gathers top decision makers in politics business and civil society to work

together to address the key issues on the global agenda and to set the necessary priorities

The multitude of present and possible future crises make the Annual Meeting 2023 particularly
relevant

The Netherlands’ commitment to Ukraine’s reconstruction is an example of your country’s
responsible global leadership and is an inspiration to others Your personal engagement at the

Annual Meeting in Davos along with a strong Dutch delegation would be crucial to shape a common

vision for Europe in the new global context

The Forum will work closely wifK
relevance to you and theaNetKerlands

your office to ensure that your participation is of the greatest

Beschermirg persoonlijke levenssfeer

I truly look forward to e fgaging you In this effort and to welcoming you in Davos

Yours Sinc^lip
^ ^^ persoonlijke levsnssfeer

Bescherming persoonlijke levenssfeer

World Economic Forum 91 93 route de la Capite CH 1223 Cologny Geneva Switzerland

Tel f 41 0 22 869 1212 Fax 41 0 22 786 2744 chairman@weforum org www weforum org
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Sent donderdaq 15 September 2022 10 39

To Bescheiming persoonlijke levtinssfeer

Subject Additional Invitations to the Annual Meeting 2023 for the Government of the Kingdom of the

Netherlands

AM23 PF lnvitation_SAF_Vivianne Heijnen pdf AM23 PF lnvitation_SAF_Wopke Hoekstra pdf
AM23 PF lnvitation_SAF_Kajsa Ollongren pdf AM23 PF lnvitation_SAF_Karien van Gennip pdf
AM23 PF lnvitation_SAF_Sigrid Kaag pdf

Attachments

Follow Up Flag
Flag Status

Follow up

Flagged

Beschqjfggg persoonlijkt levenssfeer

I am pleased to share additional invitations to the Dutch government for the Annual Meeting 2023 taking place in

Davos Klosters from 16 20 January in addition to those already invited HM the Queen and the Prime Minister

1 H M Queen Maxima of the Netherlands United Nations Secretary General s Special Advocate for Inclusive

Finance

2 Mark Rutte Prime Minister

3 NEW SIgrId Kaag Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance

4 NEW Wopke Hoekstra Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs

5 NEW Kajsa Ollongren Minister of Defence

6 NEW Karien van Gennip Minister of Social Affairs and Employment
7 NEW Vivianne Heijnen Minister of Environment

8 NEW Klaas Knot Governor of the Central Bank of Netherlands DNB

I know the Mission is not normally involved in the planning for the Governor of the Central Bank and since we have

contacts I will share Mr Knot s invitation directly with his office For all others I would greatly appreciate your help
in sending these Invites through to the respective offices

I will follow up with Minister van Gennip s office next week as we have a specific proposal for her in regards to the

Jobs Consortium which we have Invited her to participate in

All the best and see you soon

Bescherming persoonlijke levenssfeer

World Economic Forum

91 93 Route de la Capite

CH 1223 Cologny Geneva Switzerland

Mobitesckl^ming persoonlijke levtmssfeer

www weforum org

Follow us Facebook | Twitter | Linkedin | TikTok | Instagram
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B^cherming persoonlijke levenssfekr

President

H E Ms Vivianne Heijnen
Minister for the Environment

Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management of the Netherlands

Rijnstraat 8

2515 XP The Hague
Netherlands

7 September 2022

saf pso

Dear Minister

It is my honour to invite you to the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting 2023 which will take place
in Davos Klosters Switzerland from 16 to 20 January

The Annual Meeting gathers top decision makers in politics business and civil society to work

together to address the key issues on the global agenda and set the necessary priorities

The multitude of present and possible future crises make the Annual Meeting 2023 particularly
relevant

Considering the significant impact of the war in Ukraine on global energy markets and ongoing

European efforts to reduce dependency on fossil fuels your perspectives on how the Netherlands and

Europe can accelerate the circular economy and increase the share of regenerative resources will be

critical to the deliberations

The Forum will work closely with your office to ensure that your participation is of the greatest
relevance to you and the Ministry of Infrastructure and Water Management

I truly look forward to engaging you in this effort and to welcoming you in Davos

Yours sincerely

Bescherming persoonlijke levenssfeer

World Economic Forum 91 93 route de la Capite CH 1223 Cologny Geneva Switzerland
Tel 41 0 22 869 1212 Fax 41 0 22 786 2744 E mail contact@weforum org www weforum org
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Bescherming persoonlijke levenss’eer

President

H E Mr Wopke Hoekstra

Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands

P O Box 20061

2500 EB The Hague
Netherlands

30 August 2022

tbel pso

Dear Deputy Prime Minister

It is my honour to invite you to the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting 2023 which will take

place in Davos Klosters Switzerland from 16 to 20 January

The Annual Meeting gathers top decision makers in politics business and civil society to work

together to address the key issues on the global agenda and set the necessary priorities

The multitude of present and possible future crises make the Annual Meeting 2023 particularly
relevant

Considering the strong commitment of the Netherlands to and leadership in upholding
multilateralism and fostering peace your vision for the future of Europe’s security architecture and

transatlantic relations in light of the ongoing war in Ukraine will be critical to the deliberations

The Forum will work closely with your office to ensure that your participation is of the greatest
relevance to you and the Netherlands

I truly look forward to engaging you in this effort and to welcoming you in Davos

Yours sincerely

Bescherming persoonlijke levenssfeer

World Economic Forum 91 93 route de la Capite CH 1223 Cnloanv Geneva Switzerland

Tel 41 0 22 869 1212 Fax 41 0 22 786 274B S1iBoiihg persoonlijke l^atefeen org www weforum org
00001 1201182
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Bescherming persoonlijke levenssfeer

President

H E Ms Kajsa Ollongren
Minister of Defence

Ministry of Defence of the Netherlands

P O Box 20701

2500 ES The Hague
Netherlands

7 September 2022

saf pso

Dear Minister

It is my honour to invite you to the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting 2023 which will take place
in Davos Klosters Switzerland from 16 to 20 January

The Annual Meeting gathers top decision makers in politics business and civil society to work

together to address the key issues on the global agenda and set the necessary priorities

The multitude of present and possible future crises make the Annual Meeting 2023 particularly
relevant

In light of your decisive steps to increase the ability of the Netherlands to effectively respond to

common European security interests your perspectives on how Europe can strengthen its defence

policy in light of the ongoing war in Ukraine will be critical to the deliberations

The Forum will work closely with your office to ensure that your participation is of the greatest
relevance to you and the Ministry of Defence

I truly look forward to engaging you in this effort and to welcoming you in Davos

Yours sincerely

Bescherming persoonlijke levenssfeer

World Economic Forum 91 93 route de la Capite CH 1223 Cologny Geneva Switzerland
Tel 41 0 22 869 1212 Fax 41 0 22 786 2744 E mail contact@weforum org www weforum org
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Elescherming persoonlijke levenssfeer

President

H E Ms Karien van Gennip
Minister of Social Affairs and Employment
Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment of the Netherlands

P O Box 90801

2509 LV The Hague
Netherlands

7 September 2022

saf pso

Dear Minister

It is my honour to invite you to the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting 2023 which will take place
in Davos Klosters Switzerland from 16 to 20 January

The Annual Meeting gathers top decision makers in politics business and civil society to work

together to address the key issues on the global agenda and set the necessary priorities

The multitude of present and possible future crises make the Annual Meeting 2023 particularly
relevant

A slowing European economy amid inflationary pressures and the ongoing war in Ukraine has

underscored the importance of ensuring that no one is left behind Your insights into mechanisms to

balance labour markets and address the rising cost of living will therefore be critical to the

deliberations

The Forum will work closely with your office to ensure that your participation is of the greatest
relevance to you and the Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment

I truly look forward to engaging you in this effort and to welcoming you in Davos

Yours sincerely

Bescherming persoonlijke levenssfeer

World Economic Forum 91 93 route de la Capite CH 1223 Cologny Geneva Switzerland
Tel 41 0 22 869 1212 Fax 41 0 22 786 2744 E mail contact@weforum org www weforum org
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Buscherming persoonlijke levenssfesr

President

H E Ms Sigrid Kaag
Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance

Ministry of Finance of the Netherlands

P O Box 20201

2511 CWThe Hague
Netherlands

30 August 2022

tbel pso

Dear Deputy Prime Minister

It is my honour to invite you to the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting 2023 which will take

place In Davos Klosters Switzerland from 16 to 20 January

The Annual Meeting gathers top decision makers in politics business and civil society to work

together to address the key issues on the global agenda and set the necessary priorities

The multitude of present and possible future crises make the Annual Meeting 2023 particularly
relevant

In light of inflationary pressures as a result of rising energy prices your perspectives on how the

Netherlands could help strengthen the European and global financial system while ensuring debt

sustainability will be critical to the deliberations

The Forum will work closely with your office to ensure that your participation is of the greatest
relevance to you and the Netherlands

I truly look forward to engaging you in this effort and to welcoming you in Davos

Yours sincerely

Bescherming persoonlijke levenssfeer

World Economic Forum 91 93 route de la Capite CH 1223 Coloanv Geneva Switzerland

Tel 41 0 22 869 1212 Fax 41 0 22 786 274Ee^e»aiN|ing persoonlijke l^^©feen org www weforum org
00001 1201182
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Sent donderdaq 3 november 2022 14 49

Bescherming persoonlijke levenssfeer

RE Additional Invitations to the Annual Meeting 2023 for the Government of the Kingdom of the

Netherlands

AM23 PF lnvitation_SAF_Liesje Schreinemacher pdf AM23_Meeting Oven iew pdf

To

Subject

Attachments

BESssirming persoonlijke levenssfeer

I am pleased to share an invitation for Minister Schreinemacher to participate in the Annual Meeting 2023 kindly
find the letter attached You may also find attached the meeting overview which is now available providing further

Information on some of the key themes that will be core to the programme

All the best

Bescherming persoonlijke levenssfeer

FroBf c ^® ^i ^9 persoonlijke levenss eer

Sent Thursday September 15 2022 10 39 AM

■^scherming persoonlijke Ievenssraffijnbu2a nl

Subject Additional Invitations to the Annual Meeting 2023 for the Government of the Kingdom of the Netherlands

[ gap herming persoonlijke levenssfeer

I am pleased to share additional invitations to the Dutch government for the Annual Meeting 2023 taking place In

Davos Klosters from 16 20 January in addition to those already invited HM the Queen and the Prime Minister

1 H M Queen Maxima of the Netherlands United Nations Secretary General s Special Advocate for Inclusive

Finance

2 Mark Rutte Prime Minister

3 NEW Sigrid Kaag Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance

4 NEW Wopke Hoekstra Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs

5 NEW Kajsa Ollongren Minister of Defence

6 NEW Karien van Gennip Minister of Social Affairs and Employment
7 NEW VIvianne Heijnen Minister of Environment

8 NEW Klaas Knot Governor of the Central Bank of Netherlands DNB

I know the Mission Is not normally Involved In the planning for the Governor of the Central Bank and since we have

contacts I will share Mr Knot s Invitation directly with his office For all others I would greatly appreciate your help
in sending these invites through to the respective offices

I will follow up with Minister van Gennip s office next week as we have a specific proposal for her In regards to the

Jobs Consortium which we have invited her to participate in

All the best and see you soon

Bescherming persoonlijke levenssfeer

World Economic Forum

91 93 Route de la Capite

CH 1223 Cologny Geneva Switzerland
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Bescherming persoonlijke levenssfeer

President

Ms Liesje Schreinemacher

Minister for Foreign Trade and Development Cooperation
Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands

P O Box 20061

2500 EB The Hague
Netherlands

2 November 2022

saf pso

Dear Minister

It is my honour to invite you to the World Economic Forum Annual Meeting 2023 which will take place
in Davos Klosters Switzerland from 16 to 20 January

The Annual Meeting gathers top decision makers in politics business and civil society to work

together to address the key issues on the global agenda and set the necessary priorities

The multitude of present and possible future crises make the Annual Meeting 2023 particularly
relevant

Considering the significant impact of the war in Ukraine on climate action and global food security

particularly for developing economies your perspectives on how the Netherlands and Europe can

support the green transition globally through sustainable trade agreements and other mechanisms will

be critical to the deliberations Your participation would be particularly welcome at the Trade Leaders

Lunch and the meeting of Trade Ministers to launch a new Coalition for Climate Action

The Forum will work closely with your office to ensure that your participation is of the greatest
relevance to you and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Netherlands

I truly look forward to engaging you in this effort and to welcoming you in Davos

Yours sincerely

Bescherming persoonlijke levenssfeer

World Economic Forum 91 93 route de la Capite CH 1223 Cologny Geneva Switzerland
Tel 41 0 22 869 1212 Fax 41 0 22 786 2744 E mail contact@weforum org www weforum org
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Annual Meeting 2023

Cooperation in a

Fragmented World

r
DAVOS KLOSTERS 16 20 JANUARY

The world today is at a critical inflection point The twin triggers
of the COVID 19 pandemic and the war in Ukraine rattled an

already brittle global system Economic growth in the world’s

largest economies is stalling while navigating headwinds from

rising food and energy prices For the first time since the 1970s

the world is facing a precarious disequilibrium with growth
and inflation moving in oppositive directions This is occurring

alongside heightened geo economic fragmentation financial

sector vulnerabilities including stretched asset prices and high
debt levels and a climate crisis spiralling out of control which

could magnify any growth slowdown particularly in emerging
markets Unless these systemic and interconnected risks are

addressed the promise of a “decade of action may become a

decade of uncertainty and fragility

Against this unprecedented backdrop the World Economic

Forum is convening its 53rd Annual Meeting in January to

reaffirm the value and imperative of dialogue and public private

cooperation not only to navigate the current cascading crises

but more importantly to drive tangible system positive change
for the long term For over 50 years the World Economic

Forum has provided space for leaders to engage in peer to

peer deliberations in the spirit of improving the state of the

world Never has this mission been more important Therefore

finding ways to reinstitute a collective sense of agency and to

turn defensive measures into proactive vision driven policies
and business strategies will be at the heart of the meeting The

magnitude of current crises and the potential of future ones

demands no less

The Programme

The basic tenet of the programme is the premise that the current crises as serious as they are are manifestations of larger systemic
deficiencies accrued over time They are also the result of a narrow vision of systems as sectors rather than true multidisciplinary
networked entities that are highly dynamic particularly in the context of the meta trends of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and

climate change

Therefore thematically the programme will have the dual focus of looking at levers to address the current challenges while at the

same time setting them against the backdrop of attendant system transformation imperatives

Concretely we will look at

Addressing the Current Energy and Food Crises in the

context of a New System for Energy Climate and Nature

Addressing the Current High Inflation Low Growth

High Debt Economy in the context of a New System for

Investment Trade and Infrastructure

Energy transition and climate change are inextricably
linked with its impact being felt in recent months While

a global energy transition is under way further action

is needed to reduce carbon emissions and mitigate the

effects of climate change Critical measures to accelerate

energy transition include decoupling economic growth from

energy consumption particularly in emerging economies

mainstreaming breakthrough technological innovations and

addressing equity Rather than using the ongoing crisis as a

pretext to forego policies that support the transition to more

sustainable energy sources this moment should be utilized

to develop more ambitious comprehensive and sustainable

infrastructure investment plans that helps the world to meet

the 2030 targets

Policymakers are now operating with limited fiscal space while

inflationary pressure is forcing a tightening of monetary policy

Tighter monetary policies are also having knock on effects on

emerging markets with many now struggling to service their debts

Protectionist measures also threaten the global trade agenda
which was at the centre of economic prosperity of the last 30

years This comes following the COVID 19 pandemic which has

pushed 120 million additional people into extreme poverty and

exposed the underfunding of critical infrastructure across markets

In a multipolar world refashioning the economic agenda along

strategic lines and rebuilding trust in the internationaJ system will

take careful collaboration between all stakeholders and a new

vision for economic prosperity and development

00001 1201182



Addressing the Current Industry
Headwinds in the context of a New

System for Harnessing Frontier

Technologies for Private Sector

Innovation and Resilience

Addressing the Current Social

Vulnerabilities in the context of a New

System for Work Skills and Care

Addressing the Current Geopolitical
Risks in the context of a New System
for Dialogue and Cooperation in a

Multipolar World

Official statistics show that despite a

growing global economic crisis workers

are continuing to leave or considering

leaving their jobs Notwithstanding high
numbers of unfilled jobs and tight labour

markets across many of the world’s

biggest economies real wages are also

declining across many job categories
in the midst of a cost of living crisis In

parallel emerging markets are facing

pressure of significant unemployment
driven by the economic slowdown

leading to heightened social pressure

This moment calls for a new social

contract that supports strong investment

in education skills and healthcare that

fills unmet demand lays the ground
for social mobility and ultimately future

proofs economies

Systems that brought common benefit

such as trade have been used as

weapons to punish rivals and areas that

were once paragons of cooperation like

climate change are at risk of becoming
frontlines of competition Russia’s

invasion of Ukraine was the latest move

away from what was for the first quarter

century after the end of the Cold War

a largely cooperative global order The

geopolitical vane turned from cooperation
to competition There is a growing need

for a new global system that is more

stakeholder based and equipped to

handle the dynamics of the 21st century

Industries are being forced to reassess

their investment production and

innovation decisions with the advent of the

Fourth Industrial Revolution 4IR climate

change and geopolitical fragmentation
of recent years To navigate the current

friction points and to strengthen future

competitiveness companies will need to

foster emerging technologies of 4IR as

well as optimize for agility They will also

need to realize stakeholder capitalism

through core business and operating
models not only to drive resiliency today
but also to shape the future socio enviro

economic prosperity To do so successfully
collaboration must be strengthened across

increasingly diverse ecosystems including

competitors companies in other industries

and innovators

A special workstream across these themes will be dedicated to leadership with a particular focus on resilience both at the

individual and organizational levels

The meeting will also enable the Forum’s Global Collaboration Village a pioneering effort to further scale public private

cooperation on the world’s foremost challenges utilizing immersive digital environments

The Meeting Many sessions will be livestreamed publicly on the Forum’s

website and social media channels as well as its state of

the art digital app TopLink providing an opportunity for

the Forum’s Digital Members community and the public to

engage in deliberations In addition timely expert briefings
will help participants and the public gain insights on the latest

developments in current affairs at the time of the meeting

The meeting will take place from 16 January to 20 January
The four days will cover a wide spectrum of formats for

interaction and learning giving leaders the necessary

tools to address the current complexity and build for

the future They will revolve around the following
three archetypes

Participation in the Annual Meeting is by invitation to the

following Forum communitiesDialogues to forge understanding and alignment and

exchange insights
Chief executives and chairs of the Forum 1 000 Partner

companies actively engaged in initiatives and communities

such as the International Business Council Community of

Chairpersons and Industry Governors

Gatherings of communities of purpose to drive tangible
action on key global issues

Opportunities for foresight and discovery to scale society
critical innovations Public figures from across the world including G7 and G20

countries as well as heads of International Organizations
The meeting will feature addresses by key heads of state

and government as well as various geo economic and

geopolitical deliberations such as the Country Strategy

Dialogues Diplomacy Dialogues and the Informal Gathering
of World Economic Leaders IGWEL meetings It will also

gather the Forum’s foremost business communities such

as the International Business Council the Community of

Chairpersons and the Industry Governors

Leaders from the foremost civil society labour media

organizations as well as top thinkers and academics

Members of the Global Innovators and Technology Pioneers

community the Community of Global Shapers the Forum

of Young Global Leaders and the Schwab Foundation for

Social Entrepreneurship

Health and Safety
The World Economic Forum attaches the highest priority to protecting the safety and well being of participants staff and the local

community For our Annual Meeting we are working closely with public authorities to develop policies and protocols covering every

aspect of the meeting including health safety and security
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